LA POPSI

La Popsi is fruit in all shapes and sizes. Always delicious. Always full of vitamins. Always tastes like
summer. Sometimes sour, sometimes sweet. Always prepared to fruit you. Fruit yourself with La
Popsi.
We are a small team with a huge vision. We want La Popsi to become a well known brand for natural
fruit desserts.
WHERE DO WE COME FROM
The whole story starts with Neža and Karmen. Best friends who grew up together on the same street
in Mengeš, Slovenia. Who shared a dream of owning a business together. Who realized that with
hard work, dedication, discipline and transparency, the dream can come true. It all happened in 2017
when we built our first production in our garage on the same street we grew up.
WHAT DO WE DO
In 2017 we started producing ice cream. More specifically frozen fruit dessert on a stick. It became a
popular dessert in Slovenia and now also in Austria. Eventually we added a few more products to our
assortment. But all products have one thing in common: FRUIT.
WHY ARE WE DOING IT
We believe that we offer the best possible alternative to all products that have too much sugar and
all other additives. We do it because we believe we give people the option to choose better.

INNOBOX

"I want to give children the opportunity to discover their talents and nurture them. Only in this way
will they discover what they can achieve on their own, and at the same time gain the ability to think
critically and gain self-confidence.”
-

Teja Bajt

Our story
Our story began with Teja, the founder of Innobox - a scientific experiment box. Teja is a molecular
and cellular biologist by education and heart. Her greatest joy is passing on her passion for natural
history and science to children.
The idea of starting a company came to Teja during her master's studies in Great Britain. Later, after
several years of working at research institutes for cancer research in Slovenia, Italy and Great Britain,
the desire to pass on this passion for natural history and science to children only grew.
This is how Innobox was born and the team expanded when Teja was joined by Luka, Urška,
Monika...

CARAVAN
Place, where you get all the necessary things for enjoying the life with and in the nature.
Established in July 1989 in Yugoslavia, when camping on pauschal in Croatia was the place for
vacation.
It was an idealistic idea in the year 1989, when it was possible to establish a private company.
My husband Mišo decided to leave his safe job and started with selling ADRIA caravans with
accessories on another way as it was usual at that time.
With more approach to the customer – what they need, what the wish, etc.
With idea, to get everything on one place – from caravan to the accessories, spare parts and service,
repairs, etc.
Caravan was located in Koseze, on the banks of Koseški bajer…
Today CARAVAN is located in Šiška, on the ring road around Ljubljana.
We are authorized dealer for 7 brand names of caravans and motorhomes and representing brand
names of accessories and additional equipment for camping.

Beside above written we are doing various things connected with caravaning and nature…..

BARBARELLA JUICEBAR
Our mission and focus is to create delicious plant-based cuisine for »every-day«. with our culinary
philosophy we support health, beauty and well-being, both for our community and for our planet.
Welcome to our chic and trendy juicebar, located in the city-centre Ljubljana. We prepare daily coldpressed juices, fresh smoothies, brunch with smoothie bowls, porridge bowls, avocado toast and
organic bread sandwiches. During lunch time, we offer delicious creamy soups, minestrone, creative
salads and rice bowls (check daily offer) and savory quiches. For your sweet tooth, we offer amazing
desserts in a glass, daily cakes and protein bars.
All our delicacies can be prepared for take-away or eat-in (we offer fourteen seats inside juicebar and
in summer time we have a seating area at our patio/garden).
Every day, we collect highest quality plant-based ingredients that are sourced locally, and prepare it
the most natural way, without using harmful additives and flavorings. We offer daily juices,
smoothies, soups, sandwiches, salad or rice bowls and desserts to give you energy and support you
with greatest health. All our beverages and dishes are plant-based, prepared without animal
ingredients, processed sugar and free from additives. Many are also gluten-free.
Sustainability, fair-trade and transparency is our business philosophy and we will remain to offer to
community healthiest food options.
We use only bio-degradable take-away packaging.

KOBI
Learning to read is almost always a challenge, but for kids with dyslexia and ADHD - some 25% of the
population - it's a seriously painful problem. So serious it oftentimes leads to mental health issues
ranging from school anxiety to depression.
We know ﬁrst-hand what it's like to be the parent of a child with reading difﬁculties. That's why we
built KOBI, a special reader app that empowers parents and helps kids become ﬂuent readers.
Our vision is to become the place where ANY kid can learn to read in a fast and fun way, even if they
struggle in the beginning. We want to offer a multitude of learning opportunities parents can use at
home because it takes an empowered and conﬁdent parent to raise a happy and healthy child.
And KOBI - the app, is just the beginning. It combines proven literacy strategies with innovative tools
and whimsical content to help struggling readers succeed. The app is colorful, multisensory, and
engaging, with gamiﬁed elements and practice and progress tracking. Kids can read from our library
of progressively difﬁcult stories, or scan/import their own favorite books or assigned texts.

Reading is irreplaceable. And we believe that every child should feel nothing but joy while getting to
master this amazing invention of humanity.

